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Singapore’s most passionate series of historical fiction

A British girl and her Chinese coolie lover struggle to gain accep-
tance in 19th-century colonial Singapore.

Romantic drama / epic romance

Love and loss in 1830s–1860s colonial Singapore

Forbidden inter-ethnic love, family drama, society (quest for power, 
social mobility, tolerance in a diverse society, racism)

Despite the couple facing many obstacles (eg race and culture), 
marrying other people, living in different lands, the overarching 
tone of the series, spanning 30 years, is one of romantic love and 
passion in a period setting with a turbulent backdrop of a vice- 
ridden colonial outpost as the fortunes of the British (Charlotte) 
wane and those of the Chinese kongsis (Zhen) ascend.

In 1830s Singapore, 18-year-old Charlotte meets and falls for Zhen, 
a recently arrived coolie from China who is betrothed to a Perana-
kan Chinese girl and who wants to climb the social ladder.

Charlotte is 19, pregnant and alone and flees the scandalous liaison 
with Zhen by accepting a marriage proposal from the richest  
Armenian merchant in Batavia (Dutch East Indies), leaving Zhen, the 
man she loves, waiting for her in Singapore.

Widowed and wealthy, Charlotte returns to 1850s Singapore 
determined not to continue her affair with the married Zhen, who 
has risen to be a successful merchant and triad member.

Singapore in 1960 is a vice-ridden town filled with the dregs of 
humanity from two continents. The colonial government is impov-
erished, and Charlotte is the concubine of Zhen, now the Chinese 
godfather and lord of the kongsi – it is an open scandal to both the 
British and Chinese communities.

Charlotte young, innocent, British (with mixed race ancestry thus 
putting her slightly on the fringe of colonial society). Coming of age 
and believes in true love. Charlotte must break societal boundaries 
for her love and what she believes is her true path in life.

Zhen ruthless and determined, works his way up from coolie to 
merchant to head of a Chinese secret society kongsi, he is pas-
sionate and handsome and although runs the opium and vice rings, 
he is loyal and true and proves that despite the obstacles, true love 
triumphs in the end.

Others The story draws on real-life historical personalities of the 
time, mixing fact and fiction to paint a rich portrait of mid 19th-cen-
tury Singapore at a time when triads, piracy and crime are rife and 
life in colonial Southeast Asia is anything but safe.

Just as Charlotte, pregnant again, prepares to leave for good to 
India, Zhen proposes marriage and they commit to each other 
despite the uncertainty of their position in colonial Singapore.
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